National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week  
Oct. 15-18 at Georgia Southern University

OCTOBER 9, 2007

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week will be held at Georgia Southern University Monday, Oct. 15, through Thursday, Oct. 18. The week is sponsored by the University’s Office of Health Education and Promotion, Public Safety, Greek Life, University Housing, Student Government Association (SGA) and the Governor’s Office of Highway Safety.

Events Schedule:

**Monday, Oct. 15**

**Skull Day**
All day, campus-wide
Health Education Peer Educators, members of the SGA and other student leaders will dress in a skull t-shirt to represent a victim of drunk driving.

**Tuesday, Oct. 16**

“Jail n’ Bail”
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Russell Union Rotunda
University police officers will 'arrest” volunteer faculty, staff and students for a mock DUI. The volunteers will be read their rights, given sobriety tests, booked for the DUI charges and jailed in the Rotunda. Help prisoners raise money for bail to gain their freedom. Proceeds will contribute to the Health Education Foundation.

“Hall Crawl”
7:30 p.m., all residence halls
Students can visit all residence halls to taste different mocktail recipes. They will have an opportunity to enter a drawing for a University Store gift card after visiting the halls.

**Wednesday, Oct. 17**

Alcohol Awareness Table
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Russell Union
Information will be available outlining the effects of alcohol.

Chris Sandy and Joyce and Eric Krug
7 p.m., Performing Arts Center
Sandy is serving a mandatory 13-year sentence in a Georgia maximum security correctional institution for vehicular homicide involving the death of two people. He will speak about how your actions can impact the lives of others.
Joyce and Eric Krug are a mother and son. While attending Oglethorpe University, Eric was the victim of a drunk driver. As a result of the accident, Eric sustained a traumatic brain injury and can no longer speak or walk on his own.
Thursday, Oct. 18
Mocktails
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Russell Union Rotunda
It is possible to enjoy great drinks without the effects of alcohol. Non-alcoholic beverages will be served.

For more information, contact the Office of Health Education and Promotion at 912-681-5641.

Georgia Southern University, a Carnegie Doctoral/Research University, offers more than 120 degree programs serving nearly 17,000 students. Through eight colleges, the University offers bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degree programs built on more than a century of academic achievement. The University, one of Georgia’s largest, is a top choice of Georgia’s HOPE scholars and is recognized for its student-centered approach to education. Visit: www.georgiasouthern.edu.

It’s the “Mystery of the Century” at Georgia Southern University

OCTOBER 9, 2007

Homecoming 2007 at Georgia Southern University has adopted the theme 'Mystery of the Century.”

Events begin on Saturday, Oct. 20, and continue through Saturday, Oct. 27. The weeklong celebration will build to Saturday’s football game when the Eagles take on The Citadel at noon in Paulson Stadium.

The community is invited to enjoy Homecoming at the following events:

Thursday, Oct. 25
Pep rally
7:30 p.m. at the RAC Band Shell/Pavilion
Coach Hatcher, the players, cheerleaders and Gus will be in attendance. Following the rally will be the announcement of the Homecoming Court.

Crocs Next Step Tour
8:30 p.m. at the RAC Band Shell/Pavilion
The rock group Guster and folk/pop singer Brett Dennen will perform.
Free admission.

Friday, Oct. 26
Homecoming Parade
4 p.m. beginning at Paulson Stadium and winding its way to Sweetheart Circle.

Homecoming cookout
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at Sweetheart Circle
Presentations of awards for parade entries will also take place.
‘Transformers”
7 p.m. at Russell Union Theater
Admission is free.

Fireworks
9 p.m. at J.I. Clements baseball stadium
Admission is free.

**Saturday, Oct. 27**
Eagles vs. The Citadel
Noon, Paulson Stadium
To purchase tickets, call 1-800-GSU-WINS.

For more information on Homecoming Week at Georgia Southern University, visit [http://www.georgiasouthern.edu/homecoming](http://www.georgiasouthern.edu/homecoming).

Georgia Southern University, a Carnegie Doctoral/Research University, offers more than 120 degree programs serving nearly 17,000 students. Through eight colleges, the University offers bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degree programs built on more than a century of academic achievement. The University, one of Georgia’s largest, is a top choice of Georgia’s HOPE scholars and is recognized for its student-centered approach to education. Visit: [www.georgiasouthern.edu](http://www.georgiasouthern.edu).

**Georgia Southern University biologist helps to develop elephant field test kit**

*October 9, 2007*

Georgia Southern University biologist Bruce Schulte and Smithsonian National Zoo scientist Elizabeth Freeman are testing a field kit used to monitor the hormone levels of female African elephants in the wild.

Elephants are highly social and intelligent animals that use chemical signals to mediate social and reproductive behavior.

According to Schulte, the kits are yielding important information that will help conservationists more effectively manage both wild and captive elephant populations around the world.

‘These hormone kits have transformed how we study elephants under field conditions,” said Schulte, an associate professor in the University’s Department of Biology. 'They will also provide proof of whether wild elephants display similar endocrine patterns to zoo animals.

‘By generating physiological data for elephant managers and conservationists, these kits will support elephant conservation programs, with emphasis on intensive management and protection as well as scientific research that supports these actions.”
A member of Georgia Southern’s faculty since 1999, Schulte has spent much of his professional career studying elephants, which are the largest living mammals on earth.

‘Humans feel a strong connection to elephants because of their intelligence, strong family bonds and a lifespan that resembles our own,’’ said Schulte, who travels to Africa several times each year to conduct his research.

Schulte has been studying elephants in captivity since his post-doctoral work with the late Bets Rasmussen in 1993. In 2002, Schulte was part of a multi-institutional research team that received $842,000 in grant funding from the National Science Foundation to study the ways in which chemical signals influence elephant behavior. That ongoing project concentrates on how these signals may be used to discourage wild elephants from infringing upon villages and crops, thus reducing the number of potentially deadly and destructive confrontations between elephants and man.

Schulte served on the doctoral committee of Freeman, who has been studying the impact of socio-environmental factors on reproduction in zoo elephants since 2000. The long-term collaborations between the two scientists paved the way for the development of the hormone kit, a project that Freeman started in 2006.

The kit is designed to gather data helps scientists gain a better understanding of the reproductive cycle of female elephants. The kits utilize fecal samples to measure the levels of certain types of hormones called progestin.

‘Similar to humans, elephants are presumed to experience menopause, yet no one has proven that hormonally,’’ Schulte said.

Some research suggests that the cycles of reproductive-aged females within a herd may be affected by the presence or the absence, as the case may be of older, non-reproductive-aged females.

‘In some mammals, dominant females can suppress the estrous cycles of other females,’’ Schulte said. ‘In other mammals, females synchronize their cycles, aligning their pregnancies and therefore their births. This often occurs in species that live in large herds that are mobile.

‘As far as elephants in captivity are concerned, we don’t know why certain female elephants often the oldest females that play the role of matriarchs’ are not cycling. However, if it is a natural behavior, as many scientists are beginning to suspect, then the goal should be to make sure that the herds in captivity are structured so that most young, reproductively valuable females are cycling and available for breeding.

‘For instance, such behavior might suggest the need for multi-generational captive herds that contain an older, non-reproductive-aged female that could be the non-cycling female, thus allowing reproductive-aged females to cycle normally.

‘These kinds of management changes could possibly maximize reproductive potential within a captive family unit’ without compromising herd stability.’
The kit is currently being validated at Addo Elephant National Park (AENP) in South Africa. Georgia Southern alumna Jordana Meyer is a field technician on the project, which is a collaboration between the University, the Conservation and Research Center of the Smithsonian National Zoological Park, South Africa National Parks, and AENP.

Scientists and students from Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, are also contributing to the project.

‘When the kit is proven to effectively assess hormone activity in free-ranging elephants, we will embark on a multi-year examination of the factors that affect ovarian activity,’’ Schulte said.
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